San Francisco Rally
Ends Vietnam Week
More than 50 campus demonstrators set out on foot yesterday
for San Francisco, to dramatize
their opposition to war.
The trek began at 10 a.m., following an hour-long Seventh Street
rally where marchers and supporters decorated sidewalks with
peace messages in brightly-colored
chalk.
Following a banner which rode
high on two narrow poles, and
read, "San Jose State for Peace,"
the marchers headed for Sunnyvale, their first stop. By late last
night the hikers expected to be
in San Mateo.
S.F. TOMORROW
The march is scheduled to put
the local activists on the outskirts
of San Francisco tonight. They will
walk into San Francisco tomorrow
morning, joining a mass rally at
Civic Center Plaza.
Sponsored by the campus Stu-
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dent Mobilization Committee to
End the War in Vietnam, the
march culminates a week-long effort supporting Vietnam Week, a
nation-wide peace protest.

By FRANCINE MILLER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS students James Kehrli, Bill
Langan, and Alfonzo Espinoza
learned this week the real meaning behind the old phrase, "losing
before you’ve begun."
With campus elections only a
week away and campaigns in full
swing, the these, all candidates
for positions on Student Council,

PEACE ROCK LAUNCH
The committee launched local
anti-war activities last Saturday
with a "Peace Rock" in the men’s
gym. The dance featured Country
Joe and the Fish, from Berkeley,
and drew 1.000 persons, who donated $1,200.
Last Sunday, the mobilization
committee held a "peace picnic at
Vasona Park, near Los Gatos. Matcher Reynolds, folk singer from
Berkeley, came to campus Monday
night, performing for 300 persons
in Morris Daily Auditorium.
"Sons and Daughters," a feature-length documentary depicting
the plight of young men and women during a time of war, was
(Continued on Page 8)

Photo by Ken Jones
PEACE MESSENGER
Campus anti -war demonstrators found
support for student mobilization efforts when a rally Wednesday
was joined by a dove, the winged symbol of peace. The dove
watched quietly as students discussed the ins and outs of military
service.
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Kopke Seeks
Highest Post
Alan "Nick" Kopke, highly vocal
opponent of American intervention
in Vietnam, announced his candidacy yesterday for the ASB president post.
Heading a slate of candidates
proposed by the newly-formed
Committee for New Politics ( CNP),
Kopke promises, if elected, to continue his efforts to "stop the needless slaughter of US. servicemen
and Vietnamese civilians and soldiers, stop the government’s use
of this campus to promote the
war, and especially stop our college’s cooperation with the conscription system."
Kopke’s platform issues include:
1. Changing the Student Union
from an administration center to
a student center. The center would
provide trip and guide service,
birth control information, police
activities information, draft counseling, legal aid service, a co-op
nursery and an open file of information on all professors, courses
and examinations.
2. Reasserting student control
over student activities, to include
a referendum on mandatory student body fees and a suit against
Spartan Shops.
3. Establishing a Spartan Daily
independent of the Journalism Department and ASB politics.
t Supporting the Experimental
College.
5. Supporting a stronger intramural sports program, de-emphasizing intercollegiate athletics.
5. Eliminating preferential parking.

No. 100

Platforms Due
All candidates running for ASB
offices are requested to provide the
Daily with campaign information,
including platforms, today or Monday before 3 p.m. The Daily will
print campaign summaries for each
office, excluding announcements
for ASB President and Vice President, which are presented individually.
The Daily will not accept responsibility for candidates who fail to
produce material before the Monday deadline.

TODAY is the last day to see the interesting and enlightening
Psychedelic Art Show in A127. Above is shown a psychedelic
version of the centaur with a woman’s head. On display for the
past month, the show was created by students from Art 140 class.

Moreland To Run for Veep
Calling himself "a choice, not an
echo," C. K. Moreland, currently
ASB Informational Officer, has announced his candidacy for the office of ASB vice president.
Moreland is running on a fivepoint platform "emphasizing reality":
1. Support for Phil ’Whitten’s
Community Involvement Program
and use of one per cent of Student
Body funds for scholarships to underprivileged high school graduates in San Jose. Plans for an allcollege Spring Festival or Sparti-

gras sponsored and supported by
the ASB as an alternative method
for financing such proposals and
conserving regular Student Body
funds.
2. Dissemination of birth control information from the campus
Health Center,
3. Insuring a "working Student
Council" through a program of
public censure for council members
who habitually violate council
rules and reassessment of committee chairmanships.
(Continued on Page 8)

State YR’s Elect
SJS Junior Coed
To Secretary Post
The California Young Republicm College Federation elected SJS
junior journalism major Sue Harriger secretary of the 4,000 member GOP volunteer organization at
the annual convention in Los Angeles last week-end.
Advocating "dynamic conservatism," the new state board officers
Include president Jim McKinney of
San Diego State, executive vice
president Dirl Preacher of Long
Beach State and treasurer Robert D. Clark of Stanford,
Other officers are Betty Ruellen
of the University of San Francisco, Paul Wolf of Stanford and Bill
Allen of Pepperdine, regional vice
president.
Describing the new leadership as
representative of "the final rejection of the John Birch Society,"
Preacher related that the Birch
oust was significant because this
was the first time in four years
that no Birchers were elected to
any state-wide office in the CYR.
Bob Armstrong, past president
of the SJS YRs was defeated in his
bid for re-election as Area III director, which represents San Mateo, Santa Clara, Monterey, Santa
Cruz and San Benito Counties.
Armstrong’s candidacy was opposed by YR president Fred Krueger and the SJS delegation was
split on the voting for that office.
Past chairman of the SJS YRs
and former member of the John
Birch Society, Richard Reed, said
"The election results indicate
lengths to which state organization of CYRCF has repudiated its
soul for political power."

Honors Edition
Ph -dc 61 Fred Re,’ ber
"AYE, YOU MAY GRIN, you two, but girls don’t
live on air. Your penny buns ’ull cost you tuppence nowand more. Wait till the families
begin to come. Don t come to me for keep,
that’s all." Irritated Father Hobson tells this to
two of his marriageable daughters in "Hobson’s
Choice." This bright comedy of provincial life
by British playwright Harold Brighouse will open

tonight in the College Theater at 8:15. The
production will be repeated tomorrow and
Wednesday through Saturday, April 19-22.
Tickets for this SJS Drama Department production are still on sale at $1.25 general admission
and 75 cents for students, available at the
Theater Box Office from 1-5 p.m. and at the
door.

A special Spartan Daily Honors
Edition will be published Wednesday, May 3, to recognize the members and accomplishments of SJS
honor organizations.
Honor organizations that desire
their membership lists included in
the special edition should submit
them to Bruce Anderson in JC208
by April 20.

were declared ineligible to run for
office, according to Al Peponis,
member of the ASB Elections
Board.
Kehrli, candidate for graduate
representative, and Langan anti
Espinosa, candidates for junior representative, were informed Wednesday that their names could not be
placed on this month’s ballot because they did not base at least

81/2% Pay Increase
Anticipated for Fall
By JIM WILLS
such a raise can be verified by the
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’State Legislature, and soon, it
An across-the-board 8.5 per cent !still might be an aid of recruitment
salary increase could be in the inext fall."
I SJS local president of the Amercards for SJS faculty members
ican Federation of Teachers
next semester.
viewed the move as "an inadequate
The 8.5 per sent increase pro- Increase," and said that he is in
posal for State College faculty, support of the Board of Trustees
combined with 6.4 per cent salary original salary increase proposal of
Increase for the University of Cali- 10.5 per cent.
fornia approved by the Assembly
The salary increase would have a
Ways and Means Committee minimal effect at this point," Galm
Wednesday substantially o v e r- conjectured. "I don’t think that it
stepped Gov. Ronald Reagan’s orig- is substantial enough, or came soon
inal 5 per cent pay boost proposal enough to have a significant effor U.C. faculty members only.
fect," he said.
The combined actions will, if apCollege President Robert D.
proved by the Senate and Assem- Clark deemed the Ways and
bly, boost Reagan’s budget by $14 Means committee proposal "very
million.
encouraging."
President Clark was present at
Academic Council chairman Dr.
Harold De Bey noted, "The in- the hearing when the faculty salary
crease, if approved, will have a Increase was approved.
In an interview yesterday, Dr.
greater effect on next year’s recruiting effort than this year’s." Clark indicated that SJS had to
An additional 5 per cent in- hire 134 rrE faculty members at
crease for the State Colleges al- the beginning of the year. Of this
ready had been approved by the number, he said, 66 have been
hired.
1966 legislature.
President Clark viewed the salDean Robert J. Moore of the
School of Applied Sciences and ary increase as helpful to the reArts termed the 8.5 per cent sal- cruiting effort, but was not optiary raise proposal as "a little late mistic that the quota would be
to be of value in recruitment, but if reached by next semester.

a 2.25 GPA accumulated while at
SJS.
According to the election code,
qualifications for candidacy include
maintaining a cumulative GPA of
2.25 or better. But ambiguity over
the word "cumulative" apparently
led the candidates to assume it
meant total GPA, including averages from junior colleges or colleges attended other than State.
"At the orientation meeting last
Friday, Elections Board Chairman
Paul Morey said the GPA on which
qualifications are based is not necessarily exclusively from SJS,"
stated Espinoza.
Other potential office-seekers
looking for clarification were told
conflicting stories by various people, some who agreed with what
Espinoza was told, and some who
thought "cumulative" meant only
the GPA at State.
Peponis, who ran a grade check
on all candidates earlier this week,
said the same question came up
last year at election time and that
the ASB Judiciary decided "cumulative" pertained solely to grades
at SJS.
"We can’t change the precedent
without reason," stated Peponis,
"and we can’t base the reason on
our feelings for the individuals
involved."
Peponis added that all three
candidate hopefuls are appealing
their cases to the ASB Judiciary.

Prof To Discuss
’Education Bag’
"There are lots of education
bags: the teacher’s bag, the parent’s bag, the student’s bag, says
Dr. Mervyn L. Cadwallader, professor of sociology.
Cadwallader, presently researching innovations in higher education, will discuss "The Education
Bag" Monday, April 17, at 3:30
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium,

Campus Chaplains See
Religious Indifference
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the last of
a three-part series which tries to
ascertain how much of an influence
religion and the current "God is
Dead" theory has at SJS.
By BOB KENNY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
More anxious to serve than to
demand service; as anxious to
understand as to be understood;
this is the new type of chaplain on
campus today. "Involvement" is
the key word. This is shown in
such undertakings as "Jonah’s
Wail," the Newman Center, and
"The New Wineskin."
Sitting in his office above
"Jonah’s Wail," the Rev. Mark
Rutledge, United Campus Christion Fellowship (UCCF), is typical of today’s college chaplain.
Young, with an interested attitude and a friendly smile, he sits
behind a desk bearing an impressive piece of "modern art" composed of rock and glass, flanked
by shelves of assorted books containing everything from "The
Gospel According to Peanuts," to
Harvey Cox’s ’The Secular
City."
"They (the students) don’t
seem to have much interest in
traditional organized religion as
they have experienced it in the
church," says the Rev. Rutledge
from his five and one-half years
as chaplain at SJS. He feels that
this rejection stems from the
fact that "Too often, because
the Church had the truth, it
gave it the automatic right to
pontificate, to put itself above
other people. In doing this it put
a leash on the truth."
Concerning the movement for
social change and social justice,
he feels that "these students
have a basis of religion about
them."
"I’m both optimistic and pessimistic about this generation,"
says the Rev. Benton White,
Wesley Foundation. In general
though, he feels that there are
"more things to be optimistic
about.... Students aren’t superficial," he says. He points out
that they express doubt now because "They are more questioners at this point in their life
than affirmers."
Regarding the wide-spread use
of drugs, the Rev. Roy Hoch,

Lutheran Student Association
(NCL), feels that "people who
use drugs are searching . . . the
use of drugs is an interim stage."
His objection to drugs is that
"they put people in a position
to be manipulated. We ought
never to deny a person the freedom to stand and say ’no.’
"I’m very, very optimistic
about this generation," he concludes. "At least it has less
chances for the stodgyness and
conservatism of my generation."
" ’God is dead’ to me has too
dramatic a tone about it," says
the Rabbi Charles Familant, who
works with the Hillel clubs at
SJS and Stanford.
To him, the almost total rejection of established ideas
means that today’s students
"are trying to break away from
the naive notions they had as a
child, and that’s right, they
should." But his feeling is that
they go too far, "they think that
if they reject one, they have to
reject the rest."
"I think there is a growing
search for the meaning of life,"
says Fr. Laurent Largent, at the
Newman Club,

Regarding Catholic students,
who are a majority religious
group at SJS, he says "the average Catholic student at SJS
has little, if any understanding
of what Vatican II has said."
His conclusion is that "I think
we’re living in a profound revolutionary world and we don’t
realize it."
The Rev. David Thornton,
Roger Williams Fellowship has
his office across the hall from
"The New Wineskin" student
study and recreation room. Sitting in his office you can occasionally hear the crack of a
billiard ball echo down the hallway.
"My expectations for the most
part are that students don’t feel
the need for religion," he says.
"Yet we see the upsurgence
among students for some kind
of religious experience." His
opinion is that "there is a large
feeling among students that God
is irrelevant. It’s not hotly debated whether God is dead or
alive. God is ignored.
"I feel optimistic about this
generation," he says. "They’re
(Continued on Page 8)
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SONGS OF love, peace, goodness. Some people feel that these
songs, such as the one sung here by Page Brownton at "Jonah’s
Wail," echo today’s basic religious beliefs.
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By JIM BREWER
Phil
hitten’s regretful resignation, if
viewed in its proper perspective, can serve
as a voting inspiration in next week’s ASH
elections. Council’s reluctance to take
stands on issues outside the sphere of SJS
conti .... ally has prevented most of Whit.
ten’s major legislation from being adopted.
Constantly bored with most ASB activities, ’hitten has been one of the most
active and dedicated student leaders, always attempting to broaden the scope of
student interests toward community, state
and national affairs. He believes the student population capable of exerting considerable influence outside college life and
has strived to have student government
become an active force in this area, along
with its devotion to student problems.
itness the opposition to his Community
Involvement Program.
The issues in this election campaign
essentially revolve around this same question of whether student government should
concern itself with many areas or remain
in its traditional plane. Another purlieu.
lair point of interest is present in the fact
that while two of the presidential candididates have considerable experience in
dealing with inherent pressures of ASB
office, two do not.
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Idealist Turns Dropout
For a time, it seemed activism was
the narcotic.
The world was there for doing.
In the early 60’s. when they streamed
South to spend vacations living the
civil rights movement, this whole country could suddenly see a new sort of
younger generation.
It was frightening and it was astonishing and it was something that made
most of us proud. What, after all, had
we done to produce so many idealists?
Here were kids willing to ride the
wrong buses for the right reasons,
happy to board with strange families
in shanty houses, ready to apply brother love and shuck safety for principle.
They were in the middle of a world
they never made, trying to change it
for what they believed was the better.
What slowed them down was a combination of black nationalism and
disillusion. The movement shifted from
its base in the Negro-white middle
class to black men in the street who
wanted to run their own route to
equality. And integration became less
important than more hard-headed
issues of power.
Disillusion arrived from the opposite direction. Progress seemed so slow.
The accumulated wounds of a couple
of centuries could not be healed by a
single generation.
The majority would only inch along.
The minority seemed to want less outside involvement. And then one day
the President wins always talked about
vigor and seemed to symbolize youth
was gone.
The second stage of student activism
moved into foreign policy. Many of the
same kids who had marched in the
South now walked in Vietnam protests
on home campus or hometown.
While the war was being fought on
the far side of the map, a new dimension of self-interest was involved.
Civil rights work was a campaign
in behalf of other people. Detnonstrat-
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ing for withdrawal from Vietnam could
be looked at as a demonstration of selfinterest. Maybe a young man did burn
his draft card out of pacifistic ideals.
But maybe lie also burned it because
he plain didn’t want to be soldier.
Although some young men have
chosen Canada or jail in opposition to
military service, many protestors simply withdrew from the active lines.
ithdrawal from activism could be
one step backward, out of the arena.
But it often went further, a deliberate
removal from the whole society that
seemed to yield so little.
Disillusion was compounded. "If you
can’t beat ’em, don’t rejoin ’ern," has
become the slogan for thousands of
young people. The way outwhich is
a direction as well as slangwas via
drugs, disaffiliation or compete torpor.
A recent Time magazine story on
San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury district describes one place they’ve gone,
a nowhere, never land of neither work
nor reformation. While "love" may be
the call letters, a slow death by donothing seems to be the channel.
With a pill or powder to combat
any inclination toward action, turning
out is becoming a way of non-life.
Aside from medical arguments and
parental harangues, the Haight-Ashburys of this country seem hopeless
humiliating admissions of defeat.
Minority they may be, but these
young people have made a modern
Skid Row by chemistry.
They have quit early. Too soon, too
many decided they could not change
the world. Too easily, many figured
they could not even cope with it. So
some of our kids pass the days by altering their consciousness. Mind-expansion may have been a pretty excuse;
but even that notion needs a reality
for contrast.
Could a civilization die of withdrawal, without a bang, a whimper or
even a realization of what’s really
happening?
Los Angeles Times
Art Seidenbaum
April 8, 1967

"... Lord knows we’ve tried everything else!"

Guest Room

S.F. Vigil Dramatizes Hope
By MADELENE TURNER
It has been two years since the U.S.
government began bombing North Vietnam. For two years the U.S. government
has continued to escalate the war and has
spent ever increasing sums of money. In
Vietnam the war is being paid for by the
increasing shedding of the blood of American and Vietnamese soldiers, and the ever
increasing killing of Vietnamese civilians.
At home the war is being paid for by
increased food prices, increased tuition,
and ever increasing disruption of the lives
of American youth. This poses a challenge
to those Americans who for the past two
years have been striving to bring the horror of the war to the attention of their
fellow Americans: for now large segments
of America can be reached with the message that the war is a barrier both to their
own individual happiness and to the fulfillment of the American dream of a nation with liberty and justice for all.
RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE
In response to this challenge, the Spring
Mobilization Committee has been formed,
a broad grouping of organizations of women, professionals, labor, religion, AfroAmericans, and students. These groups
represent a wide variety of political philosophies, yet they are working together
to promote the cause they all share in
commonpeace. They have called for a
mass march and rally at the U.N. in New

York and at the birth place of the U.N.
in San Francisco tomorrow. In addition,
national student action against the war
is taking place during Vietnam week,
April 8-15.
SMC ONLY COORDINATES
The Student Mobilization Committee
at SJS has no officers who run or control
the group and its activities. Every idea
brought to the floor is followed through
by whoever is interested. It is for this
reason that we have scheduled many different types of activities such as weekly
peace vigils, poetry readings, an art exhibit, a movie, a folk concert, an olive tree
planting, a dance atid light showr a march
to San Francisco, and many other events.
The Student Mobilization is only a coordinating committee for these events.
Thus, a sponsor of the Mobilization need
not necessarily agree with or support all
the activities.
We, the Student Mobilization C
tee, urge all those students who with to
oppose the criminal war in Vietnam to
attend our campus activities and to us
on our march to Kezar Stadium to affirm
our respect for the principle of equal
rights and self determination of peoples,
acclaimed by mankind and embodied in
the U.N. Charter, but violated by the
U.S.. We march to dramatize the worldwide hope that the U.S. remove its troops
from Vietnam, so that the Vietnamese can
determine their own future in their own

way.

Presidential Parlance
lud is the most important thing you would do

as student body president to make the student body
feel and welcome the presence of student government?
NICK KOPRE:
One thing I would do is to press for a referendum under the
Education Code which would be legally binding, on mandatory student fees. Under this plan, student body membership would be voluntary. I would also propose to Student Council that they hold their
meetings on Seventh Street so students can be aware of what council
is doing and can express their views. I would have the College Union
offer students such services as birth control information, draft information, a 24 -hour-a-day trip center and bus service for those who
get arrested.
DICK MINER:
If student government was actually reaching the students with
effective, meaningful programs, they WOULD be both aware and
Involved. Apathy doesn’t exist because the students don’t know
what’s happening, but because what’s happening doesn’t mean much
to most of them.
EARL HANSEN:
My primary goal would be to establish contact with the students
and between students and to offer programs which students will
WANT to participate in. I would try to get as many things going
as they will want to by involved in.

JOHN BRITKMAN:
I would propose a speaker corps which would go Out to living
centers and establish better contact between student government
and the student body. One of my most important goals would he
to establish rapport with the Spartan Daily, possibly writing a weekwith Oa. student body
ills
viva t
.1,1
ly 1’141111111. :Ind :I
radio station, INSJS.

BOTH SIDES OF COIN
Both sides of the coin are clearly represented. On one side is a candidate seeking the top office on a platform representing totally campus-involved programs. He
gives no consideration to outside issues
until a student poll on each question can
be taken. Obviously, since many issues
such as tuition come up quickly and de,
mand immediate action for effectiveness;
this candidates favors a form of "student
isolationism."
Student involvement rests on the other
side of the coin as the other three candidates stress programs which extend to the
limits of world interest. However, it is
important to realize that the degree to
which this involvement is professed varieS
from nearly complete emphasis on the
War to a balanced combination of programs affecting the campus and community, and a student government voice on
issues pertaining to the state and nation
if they affect the interests of the student
body.
PROM I SE +TO KEEP
It’s one thing to promise and another
to deliver. The number of resignations this
year from Student Council posts exemplifies the considerable pressure on the individuals in01) IA. Proven ability to withstand these pressures and demands is certainly an indication of ability to fulfill
campaign promises.
An examination of the vice presidential
platforms also will reveal a split between
issue interests as well as experience diversification.
This is not, by any means, a "me-too"
campaign. The issues are clearly diversified, the qualifications distinctly varied.
This is an election in which careful consideration on the part of each voter is
essential student government’s philosophy, direction and influence hangs in the
balance.

Thrust and Parry

Lethal Justice Hypocritical
Writer Suggests Change
In ’Thou Shalt Not Kill’

updated this most important commandment
which deals with human me so that It more
closely coincides with our actions.
Robert Vogel
A5180

Editor:
In view of recent occurrences and the
present state of affairs in the world, I think
we should amend the commandment which
says Thou Shalt Not Kill. The amended version would read as follows:
Thou Shalt Not Kill;
."Exceptions: a) those convicted of heinous
crimes
b) communists
C) any other individual or
group deemed to be dangerous or possibly dangerous.
This new and improved version would help
to do away with some of the glaring inconsistencies that go along with, for instance,
supporting a peace-loving president and lawabiding governor while at the same time proclaiming to be a civilized and Christian nation.
There is a problem, however; we would have
to submit the amended version to God for
approval. And although I do not, subscribe
to the God is dead school of thought I find
scant evidence that He is in our midst. I went
to my local church last Sunday and He wasn’t
there. I have checked in the suburbs and He
certainly Isn’t there. I don’t think He is in
W:ishitutton Maybe Ito tip on
Street
In San Francisco.
Well, anyway, I do think that it Is time we

’Editor To Bear Blame
For Printing Nonsense’
Editor:
The article "Esoterica" (April 5) by Marie
Rodriguez should have been printed in the
Daily’s "Trivia" column.
I realize, and appreciate, the fact that occasionally the Daily has nothing worthwhile or
newsworthy to print; so it necessarily has to
resort to printing "fillers."
But it seems un-Dailylike to print about
12 inches of rubbish, describing the writer’s
personal hallucinations.
However, in all fairness to Miss Rodriguez
must say that I do not blame her for that
column. Rather, the mistake was that of the
editor for printing such nonsense and, thereby,
testing the readers’ respect for Spartan Daily,
There was nothing significant about "Fanterica." It was a waste of time, waste of copy
and waste of effort.
Surely you have some competent repot leis
who could write some kind of a feature story
that would be of interest to your readers.
i)i,:ien,lintediy, Ind still faithfully your:,
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Rally Culminates
Weeklong Protest
(Continued From Page I)
shown three timer, Tuesday. Turnout at the presentations exceLNIed
900 persons, according is, conunittee members.
Hank Meilen, field representative of the Committee for Conscientious Objectors, spoke about
the alternative to military service
Wednesday on Seventh Street.
The committee, in addition, sponsored debates, art exhibits and
peace readings to promote the
peace drive.

otos by Fred Rose -berg

Moreland in Race’
For Veep Post
(Continued From Page I)
4. Providing access to information about alternatives to military
service without advocating a particular position on the draft.
5. Keeping student affairs In the
hands of students and out of the
reach of local interveners and
meddlers.
"These things are all possible."
said Moreland, who adds, "all programs I support or propose are
backed up with plans for Implementation or investigation of such."

DR. PETER KING gives an enthusiastic send off to 42 campus
peace marchers bound for San Francisco. The group left SJS
yesterday morning, planning to join a mass rally tomorrow in Kezar
Stadium.

Educators To Meet
New Resources for Language "Common Sense in Teaching EngTeaching" is the theme of the lish as a Second Language," to
Foreign Language Association of "Latest Developments in Chinese."
Northern California conference to
be held at SJS tomorrow.
Five-hundred or more educators
are expected to attend the program which begins with registration at 8:15 a.m. in the Journalism
Building.
Spartan Daily’s fight for freeDr. Richard B. Lewis and Dr. dom, Tommie Smith
woild’s
Jerrold Kemp of the SJS Audio- fastest human, and a feature look
Visual Services will be featured at the Child Development Center,
speakers at the meeting that opens are the first topics for a new halfthe conference at 9:45 a.m.
hour TV special, "SJS Reports,"
Ten small group sessions are on KNTV, Channel 11, Friday
scheduled during the day. Educa- morning, April 14, at 8.
tors from various northern CaliThe Radio and Television News
fornia colleges will lead the group Center will explore campus news
discussions.
with interviews and filmed reports
Topics for discussion range from in this weekly series. Anchorman
for the first program is Jim Corkrum with special reports by Jim
Braden, Gary Price and Madge
Saksena.
The show will preempt the daily
"Campus Report" show on Fridays
only.

SJS TV Special
Airs This Morning

Two Professors
Debate Vietnam
Problem Tonight

Dr. Milorad Draskovich, representing Stanford University’s Hoover Institute on War, Revolution
and Peace, will debate the Vietnam
Preben Hansen, press attache of
War tonight at 7:30 p.m. with Dr. the Denmark Embassy in WashingPeter King, SJS assistant pro- ton, D.C., will speak on "The
fessor of Humanities.
Danish Press" at 9:30 this morning
The debate to be held in JC141, in JC208. The talk is open to the
will be moderated by Dr. Lela college community.
Garner, assistant professor of inEntering the journalism field in
ternational relations. Dr. Gainer 1945, Hansen became an apprentice
is an authority on the Far East.
at the Elsinore Daily Helsingor
Dr. Draskovich, author of sev- Social-Demokrat. He has served
eral books, has taught at U.C. as editor-in -chief of the SocialBerkeley, Harvard University, and Demokratic Papers on the island
assumed his present post at Stan- of Funen and political editor of
the Aktuelt in Copenhagen.
ford University in 1961,

Denmark Speaker

Photo

by Fred Rosenberg

BRIGHTLY COLORED chalk inscriptions marked the starting
point of campus peace activists who set out on foot yesterday
to join a mass rally in San Francisco. The messages were left on
Seventh Street, in front of the cafeteria.

Pi Lambda Theta
Holds Conference

the Santa Clara Blind Center
translate books into braille.
Although the course is traditional at SJS, this is the first year
the proceeds have been given to
charity. Formerly prizes had been
purchased for the winners with
proceeds.
Entry blanks must be in the Student Affairs Business Office by
Wednesday.
There will be three perpetual
to
winning
awarded
trophies
groups. These trophies will be kept
for
organization
winning
the
by
eleven months, at which time they
will be replaced by a permanent

Campus Chaplains Evaluate
’God Is Dead’ Theory
(Continued From Page 1)
honest . . . on the other hand,
I have a certain pessimism
wrought out of my own philosophy that they will develop their
own phoniness, hopefully this
phoniness is going to be different."
"I’m new here, and not that
familiar with the students," says
Mr. Glen Stubbs, director of the
Mormon Institute of Religion.
’"Ishe students I came in contact
with all believe in God," he says.
His feeling is that over 50 per
cent of his students firmly believe in their religion.
"From a rather short time on
campus I would say it’s a matter
of indifference . . . they’re not
consciously concerned with religion," says Fr. Richard Younge,
Episcopal Student Association.
"I think they have ideas and
principles . . ." he concludes.
"Whether they think of these
things as God, I’m not sure . . .
but the formal questions are not
of too much drawing power on
campus."
The "formal questions." This
seems to be the main basis of
-

today’s student -religion relationship. Yesterday’s energy was
positively di reete (1. Believe.
Evangelize. Today there is a
growing negative outlook. Reject. This can be done either
passively through apathy, or actively by claiming "God is
dead."
Those most violently engaged
in rejecting are not the majority
of students. They are just the
most vocal ones. They get the
attention. Most students merely

Pi Lambda Theta, professional
hononary sorority for women in
education,

will hold its annual
Northern California Regional Conference tomorrow,

Registration and coffee will begin at 9:30 a.m. in ED100 and a
luncheon will follow at 12:30 p.m.
in the cafeteria faculty dining
room.
The keynote speaker will be Mrs.
Miriam Bryan, national president,
who presently is the associate director of the Testing Division Section of Educational Testing Services, Princeton, N.J.
Mrs. Bryan’s topic is "The
Changing Concept of Pi Lambda
Theta’s Role in the Education
Community."
Dr. Carol Leland, from Stanford
University, is the other featured
speaker, who will discuss "Women
In Higher Education."

NATURALLY... OUR
SHARKSKIN SUIT IS VESTED

Plexiglas Cut To Size
Complete Resincraft Supplies

1hT

TAP PLASTICS INC.

1212 The Alameda, San Jose
Open Mon. & Thurs. until

9 p.m.

292-8685

Ideally suited for the university man, or business executive who prefers clothes in the traditional manner. Versatile, vested, and tailored
in our own 3-button natural shoulder model.
Two-ply all worsted sharkskin fabric in Navy,
Cambridge Grey, and Deep Olive.

$95

C4F2,0DITS

Valley Fair Centeropen Monday-Friday until 9:30 p.m.
Saturday until 5:30 p.m.
Son Antonio CenterMountain Viewopen Monday -Friday
until 9 p.m.Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

It saves
you enough to
pay for
the next one.

trophy for the organization.
The winner of the contest will
be the group that accumulates the
greatest number of points. Points
will be awarded on the basis of
total money collected for the organization’s candidate and the average amount of money per person
in the sponsoring group.
Voting will begin Monday. May 1
and end Friday, May 5. Ballot
boxes will be set up on Seventh
Street and in front of the bookstore. To vote students will drop
pennies into the jar in front of
the photo of the man they think
is ugliest.

$’7P.O.E.

Delivery Menu
. 51.95
1.95

PLAIN PIZZA (Extra Cheese)
MILD SAUSAGE PIZZA

............

1.95

SALAMI PIZZA

1.95

PEPPERONI PIZZA

1.95

14

12 Inch pizzas only
--

.25

Spaghetti (With Lazne bread) -----

.99

Salad (Towed green) ...........

AO

Mushrooms (cup)

CokeSprite

tolerate their loud co-students,
and continue to walk down the
middle road; each taking their
own minor liberties with the religious concepts tradition and
environment has handed them.
This leaves a lingering clueslion: Is this attitude one of
apathy, a lack of interest? Or
rather is it one reflecting a basic
solid belief, a conviction of Christian ideas?
The answer will be apparent
in time.

Conservatively Correct

Yes We Deliver!
BEEF PIZZA

(12 oz.)

.20

Supper fresh ... right out of our 250’ mobile
oven. Call for an economical "QUICKIE
CHICKIE" dinner tonight!

199

$4999

DOWN

MONTH

Plus ht. &
LIcense

’4iff

You probably know that a Volkswagen is pretty economical to run ... in fact, you can save a good $200 a year.
The thing that really sets the Volkswagen apart from the
other cars is its low depreciation. The difference can be
staggering. Suppose you buy a 1967 Volkswagen, and for
five years you bank the $200 a year you save on running
it. Add that to what your Volkswagen will still be worth a+
trade-in time and chances are you will have enough to
buy a new Volkswagen. Or, if you don’t want to do That,
just keep on driving your old Volkswagen. It will still be
in style and keep on saving you money no matter how
long you drive it.

DINNER-4 big, plump Woes of fried chicken; delicious serving of spaghetti and hot gar..... 91.55
lie bread
CRATEThe party pleaaerpacked with 8
ready-to-eat pieces of golden -fried chicken ...
$1.99
an outstanding value!

WE DELIVER
10th & William
San Jose, California

Delivery Hours:
Sun. through Thurs., 4 p.m. to midnight
Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m. to 2 &M.

L

DAILYI

get on the waves with a Wirr
35117113F210.1LRX)

Ugliest Man on Campus Contest Funds
To Help Translate Books Into Braille
Books will be translated into
braille for blind SJS students because of a search for the ugliest
man on campu s, according to
Charles Belden, chairman of the
Ugly Man on Campus committee.
A contest will be held between
all candidates with votes costing a
penny apiece. All SJS organizations and clubs are eligible to enter a candidate. A $5 registration
fee will be charged to cover the
cost of the color photos that will
be made of each candidate.
The annual Ugly Man Contest is
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, a
national service fraternity, to help

SPARTAN

Friday, April 14, 1967

295-3805
OPEN DAILY AT NOON

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
1560 N. First Street
San Jose / 286-8800
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NCAA Judo Tomorrow

Bakmas
Flower Shop

Spartans Shoot for Sixth Title
10c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars

56
10c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
24c

1 Box Cheer Soap

5c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Ajax Cleanser---------Sc
29c

Crest large size

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

Hy JOHN JACKSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
The greatest sports dynasty in
SJS history and one of the greatest in collegiate athletics makes a
bid for continued national prominence tomorrow when the SJS
judo team competes in the NCAA
championships in Spartan Gym.
The internationally recognized
Spartan team, directed by former
Olympic Coach Yosh Uchida has
won the national collegiate title
for five consecutive years, and
holds 20 individual NCAA titles.
In tomorrow’s tournament, which
begins at I p.m. with preliminaries,
and climaxes at 7:30 with finals,
the Spartans hopes of a sixth
straight title rests in the hands of
a new, but well balanced team of
black belts.
Mesa Nakao is the only veteran
from last year’s championship SJS
team competing for the Spartans
in tomorrow’s tournament. The
heavy set junior was second in
the 205-pound division as a sophomore last year. This year he will
compete in the heavyweight division.

Coyote,

A native of nearby
Calif., the 20-year old judoka first
became interested in the sport
while attending Live Oak High
School in Morgan Hill.
Since his high school didn’t have

4th & William
6f5 & Keyes
10111 & Taylor
13th & Julian

Professional Pharmacists

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Battery

Craig Tape Recorder
Takes 3-inch Tapes
Remote Stop and Go Switch
Monitor Plug

’399’
Camp! ittoic Co.
60 ;1. First St.

Win a free trip
home to get
money!
(Or enough Sprite to
throw a loud party every
night for a semester.)

Don’t write home to get money. Just
write a college newspaper ad for
Sprite. You may win a free trip home
to ask for the money in person.
What should your ad sasoHow tart
and tingling Sprite is. And how it
roars! Fizzes! Bubbles! Gushes!
And tastes! (And how!) Not too
sweet. Not too innocent.

PLVZ7CS
sPFuTg

grand champion is 176-pound entrant Yuji Min iya. A fourth degree
black belt holder from Kyoto, Japan, Moriya was third in his division in the AAU championships.
1Vhile in Japan, the mechanical
engineering major competed for a
Doshisha University team which
captured third place in the Japanese All -College championships.
Another transter with hopes for
going all the way in tlie tourna-

SOFTBALL
Hurler Tom Rent nagle twirled
a two-hitter while his teammates
bombed four horneruns as Me and
Them clobbered Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2, 25-0 Thursday in the
opening game of the Intramural
Fast Pitch Softball League.
Top hitters for the winners were
Bob Hitchcock with a homer and
double, Bob Genapp with a homer
and triple, and Jim Lots, who
slugged a four-bagger and a double. Tim Frank also hit a homerun
for the victors, this one with two
mates aboard.
Robin Durand’s triple with the
bases loaded in the fourth inning,
a 3-3 tie to give the Red
Horde an 8-3 victory over Theta
Chi. in another Thursday contest.
Other scores were Alpha Tau
Omega 4, Phi Mu Chi 1, Circle K
7. Lint Pickers 4, and Mozart’s
Mauraders over Moulder Hall by
forfeit.
The slow pitch league wilt get
underway Tuesday with Fraternity
League games. Independent League
will start Wednesday with contests beginning at 6 p.m,
SPRING SPORTS
C1ied volleyball entries are due
May 8 with competition beginning
May S. The deadline for gymnastics entries is May 3 willi the
tourney starting the follow I ni; ’lay.

broke

and
Bouquets

High School and Foothill Junior
College, is the Spartans’ hope in
the 136-pound division.
A competitor in the AAU tournament, Kodarti hopes to follow in
the tracks of former Spartan star
Yuzo Koga, who defeated the present Spartan lightweight for the
136-pound title in the Pacific AAU
tournament.

for special
occasions or
"just because."

10th & Sent Clara

292-0462

-

CAL
TJADER
APPEARING
IN PERSON

TONIGHT
at the

VI.P
30 S. 1st

1

San Jose

Tickets available at V.1.P.’s,
San Jose Box Office, &
Sherman Clay.
No one under 21

admitted.
-

There will be action aplenty tomorrow

ACTION APLENTY

when the Spartan judokas play host to the NCAA championships.

SJS,

the perennial national +Mist, will be aiming for its sixth con-

secutive crown. The action starts at I p.m. in Spartan

Gym
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the finals will commence at 7:30.
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/Winning Tradition at Stake
As Judokas Battle for Title
When Spartan judokas take to
the mats tomorrow,
will be
trying to uphold a collegiate winning tradition first established in
1962.
That was the year the Spartans
participated in and won their first
NCAA championship. Competing at
the Air Force Academy, the Spartans won four of six weight divisions, and started one of the mist
impressive winning streaks in recent college history.
SJS champions in that first tournament. were David Yoshida, Lee
Parr, Larry Stuefloten and Sanford Alcorn.
Comet] was the site of the 1963
NCAA championships, and the
Spartans were even more powerful than in the preeerlint: year,
winning five of the six weight
divisions
Parr repeated as 150-pound winner, and was joined by Albert Oka mob, Kay Yamasaki, Dave Sawyer
and Gary Newquist as collegiate
champions.
Yamasaki and Sawyer led the
Spartans to their third straight
title in 1964 at Texas Western.
_

they

PHARMACEUTICAL SALES

YOUR FUTURE IS OUR JOB
or

RULES
Write your ad the way you think would
interest college newspaper readers.
Give it a contemporary, sophisticated flavor.
(A few swigs of Sprite will give you the idea
--though you don’t have to buy anything to enter.)
Neatness counts a little. Cleverness counts a lot.
Your ad can be any length --if it fits this space.
But remember you’re not writing a term paper.)
Send each ad you submit to Ads for Sprite,
P.O. Box 55, New York, New York 10046.
All entries become the property of The
Coca-Cola Company. None will be returned.
Judges’ decision final. Entries must be received by
May 2, 1967. Be sure to include
u1/41S,
I I ill name and address. Winners will
be notified by May 24, 1967.
to.
dam
SPRITE_,._50 TART
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Intramurals

Corsages

OUR SNACKS AND DINNERS
ARE BETTER
Enjoy an excellent full course dinner
(Sr a delicious snack.
We serve tasty food from 7 a.m. to
10:30 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.

Makoto Ohbayashi and Howard
Fish were first time NCAA winners for SJS that year.
Fish repeated as heavyweight
champion in 1965, as the Spartans
swept to another title at Southern
Illinois University.
Yucca Koga, 135 pounds, was the
real star of the team that year,
winning both the NCAA and AAU
tournament championships. Irwin
Kawano, Jay Lewis and Larry
Dobashi were other Spartan tour65 S. First St.
Downtown
nament winners.
We validate all downtown lot tickets
Last year’s tournament at Ohio 292-4910Open Mon. Thurs. & Fri. Nights until 9
State was the toughest ever for
the Spartans, as only 154-pound 248-3040Open Mon. fhru Fri. Nights until 9:30
S.
Sunnyvale
199
Paul Maruyama and heavyweight
739 0591Open Thus. & Fri. Nights until 9
Roger Miller won titles. Still the
Spartans’ over-all performance was
enough to insure them of a fifth
st raight title.
Saturday six new Spartans make
a hid to get their names placed
on the big hoard of champions
in Sprit tan Gym. But even more
important than the individual
championships is the team title,
which the new SJS representatives hope to add to the long list
already on the board.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
One Block From Campus

7th and Santa Clara

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAYI

Valley Fair Shopping Center
Murphy St.

KAY
44444444444

COAST TO COOP
10/14 Annwertnne

,53

)500 IN TRAVELERS CHECKS
§....000 MULES OF
ISO PRIZES OF 525 IN DIMES
...so if you can’t go home in person, you earl
use the telephone to make your point.

1st PRIZE

a judo learn, Nakao competed for
the San Jose Buddhist Judo Club,
and at the age of 17 received his
black belt. As a freshman at SJS
in 1965, he received the Freshman
Award for judo.
SPARTANS STRONGER
One of the four first degree
black belt holders on this year’s
team, Nakao thinks the Spartans
are as strong, or possibly stronger,
than last season’s team.
"We’ve got a very good chance
again this year. We have good men
in all divisions," he said.
Replacing Nakao in the 205pound division is Keith Pickard, a
junior physical education major
from Alameda, After graduating
from Alameda High School and
competing for the Island Judo Club
and attended
of Alameda, Picka
Merritt Junior College and eventually came to SJS on a football
scholarship.
FIRST DEGREE HOLDER
A first degree black belt holder.
Pickard has concentrated on judo,
and this year was first in his
division in the San Jose Buddhist
Invitational tournament. He also
competed in the AAU championships and went to the fourth round
before being eliminated.
Although he didn’t compete in
the finals Pickard was on the
judo squad last year, as was Bill
Gouin. the SJS entry in the 154 pound division. First degree black
belt holder, Gouin has a big job
this year filling the shoes of last
year’s NCAA grand champion Paul
Maruyama.
A 20-year-old chemistry major,
Gouin won his weight division in
both the Palo Alto Invitational
and the Monterey Invitational this
year.
A native of Seattle. Gouin came
to SJS because of the college’s
judo reputation and his friendship
with Spartan judo stars Lee Parr
and Dave Sawyer.
The Spartans’ biggest hope for a
11111101011111010000iiiiiitimiiiiir-i
=

ment is second degree black belt
holder Gary Martin. A student at
West Valley last fall, Martin will
be entered in the 165-pound division.
The sophomore accounting major
won his weight division in the 1965
national high school championships, while attending St. Francis
High School.
Susumu Kodani, a first degree
black belt holder from Palo Alto

Flowers,

The riatiwril Drug Compary. a loision of
Richardson -Merrell Inc., offers you the unique
advantages el both the small and the large
company. We do not hire large groups of
trainees. We hire the best men that we can
for specific sales assignments. Then we
develop them as individuals, not as part of
a larger group. With opportunity through
Richardson -Merrell. your future
can
be an ending and rewarding career.

growth

TO YOU this presehts several attributes:
Recognition of performance
Self.expression in your job
Individualized job training
Growth in:
Knowledge,
and Income

Position

Visit vhal ota i epre,entaiive and empinre this
rareer opportunity Your Placement Otfice has
our brochure and we would like to talk with
you about this challenging career on:

Tuesday, April 18th

...t\

THE NATIONAL DRUG COMPANY
Dou

n1

Filt hotelsnn Metro!’

In,

4663 STENTON AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA,

PENNA.

19144

OPPORTUNITIES
IN SELLING

Free to

San Jose

Students
25c to othersby a
A new
booklet, published

non-profit educational foundation, tells which career field lets

you make the best use of all
your college training, including
liberal -arts courseswhich
career field offers 100,000 new
jobs every year’ which career
more corporation
field
presidents than
otherwhat
starting salary you can expect.
Just send this ad with your name
and address. This
career -guide

produces

any

24 -page,
booklet, "Opportunities in Selling," will be
mailed to you. No cost or obligation. Address: Council on Op-

portunities,550 Fifth Ave.,New
York 36, N Y,

UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!

$100

No Money Down SI A Week

6.;;:avee
Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty: rings that
always slay. never stray .... for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn. In 141E white or yellow gold.
Fnldrged In Shan Peed
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CONCERT!

SPECIAL -EXTRA

!JOAN,

Friday, Apt
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SPARTAN IDAII.V-5
A warm wonderful comedy

Tommie’s ’Homecoming’

ibbeif .04

!BAEZ! Coach Will Make Changes
11 .111
Spartan Dail) Sport. Editor

TUESDAY, APRIL 18 - 8:30 p.m.
Berkeley Community Theatre
Good Seats! Al! Reserved $4.75, 3.75, 2.75

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!
Berkeley ASUC Lis Of Campus Rec Rec. Cy Oakland
Sherman Clay and S.F. Downtown Cr. to, Office
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HAPPINESS is a
HEALTHY VOLKSWAGEN

MICHAEL MOTORS
Treats VW malfunctions
with skill and efficiency.
Mike’s personal diagnosis
and repair service will restore performance to your
tired VW.

In an attempt to get the SJS
track team going at full steam
again, Spartan head mentor Bud
Winter will make a few changes
at tomorrow’s dual meet with
Fresno State College in Fresno.
The Bulldogs are given a slight
chance of upsetting the Spartans
in a meet that is sehedttled tc)
start at 1:30 p.m. at Rateliff Stadium.
One of the major changes is
slated for speedster John Barnbury. Thus far in the season, which
date-wise goes back to late February and meet -wise to last Saturday, Bambury has filled the bill
as the second leg of the Spartans’
, undefeated relay teams.
I
But tomorrow the veteran will
attempt to garner points in the
100-yard dash and 440 intermediate hurdles in addition to the rein"
Although he will enter both new
races as an underdog, he is expected to finish hieh both in the
competition and in the plans of
Winter.
LOOKING AHEAD
The Spartan coach is looking
ahead to such meets as next week’s
California, Washington State and
SJS meet where all points are
important.
Bambury’s stiffest competition
will come from Tommie Smith,
naturally, and FSC’s Jeff Perenon.
Smith was clocked at 9.6 last week
which is his fastest time of the
season.
For Tommie it will he his next to-last appearance before many of
his hometown fans as a Spartan.
If the meet is moved to Lemoore’s
all-weather track. Tommie will he
one who would like the idea, with
that community being his home
during his prep career.
Perenon owns a 9.9 as his fastest
time this season, arid also has been
bothered by the dismal weather
during the past month.
In the intermediate hurdles
Bambury will be battling teammate Ken Shackelford and Jack

MICHAEL MOTORS
17 S. 8th
2851455

You know what they say about April showers
The rain here has been peat for plants and flawi)r
This is a great time of year!
If you need a pharmacy remember we’re licre.
Bewhiskered hippies are in the Heal,
with stainless steel blades there’s no caviler.
(Use a little sliest) a little)
The rain is directly to blame
for dust on our suntan lotion
Thersale of sunglasses is wry tame
Warm suonliit,.’ will put them in motion
(Polaroid and OptiHay
Color picture of your favorite beauty
with colors sharp and elem..
Get a snap of your first midi.)
and get your lam dereloped here

Hamilton of Fresno State. "Shack"
has a life-time best of 53.0 and a
53.8 mark as tops this season.
Hamilton possesses a faster time
this season at 53.4, but Shackelford seems to possess the knack of
being just a little better than his
opponent at the wire.

GRIFFIN SWITCHES
Another change for SJS will
have Bob Griffin switching from
the 100 to 220- -mainly for conditioning reasons. One of the
smallest members of the team.
Griffin has had leg trouble in recent runs and Winter is hoping
the longer distance may help the
progress of the leg in healing.
With Griffin’s entry in the 220
race it gives the Spartans the
possibility of a sweep. Smith and
Lee Evans figure to finish 1-2, but
not necessarily in that order. The
Bulldogs’ hopes lie in Perenon and
Tim Vaux, who have identical 22.7
marks as their season tops.
Rickey Rogers, a double winner for SJS last week, will tea’
his strength to FSC’s Al Williams
in the high hurdles. Rogers flashed
a 14.6 on a soggy track last week.
and Williams possesses an impressive 14.7 mark to top his sea
son’s work.
With Dave Maggard gone for
awhile the Spartans’ Randy Raus
can start looking for shot-putters
classed in his own "human" raterory. Maggetyl, of the Santa Clara
Youth Village, rook the shot honors with ease last week, but Raus
will enter tomorrow’s meet as the
favorite.
SECOND LART WEEK
Raus tossed the 16 -pound shot
52-11 last week to finish second
and his prime contender in Fresno
will be Larry Peterson, who has
a 52-4 toss to his credit this
season.
Another interesting battle looms
in the discus with Bob Twelvetrees,
158-0, squaring off acainst the
Bulldogs’ Charles Gardiner, 159-6.
If past records are any indications, Chris Papanicolaou could
win the pole vault without even
jumping if that’s possible. The top

(Free roll of film with ales-eloping and printing)

gtr,

Linksters Go After
L Today
INinth Straight

College Pharmacy
formerly Armstrong’s

10th & William

292-5502

Fresno vaulters list seasons highs
of 14-6, and Papanicoleou passed
the 15-foot mark last week. He
finally settled for 16-6 hut just
missed with the bar at 16-9.
FROMM COMPETE
The SJS frosh will also go to the
line tomorrow against Fresno with
their hopes riding on the shoulders
of the versatility of Ralph Games,
Frank Slaton and Greg O’Connor.
Games is set to go in the 880.
mile and two-mile runs. He captured first in the mile last week
and stands a good chance of a repeat performance tomorrow.
Slaton probably will wish he
was getting paid by the hour before the day has come to an end.
He will compete in both the 440
and mile relays, the long and
triple jumps, and nor an encore will
run the 100 and 220 dashes.

Tonight, April 14

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

SAVE 40-60% ON FRAMES
Now from our huge selection of
custom picture frame mouldings

MOULDING BY-THE-FOOT
* Largest slection
* Finished & raw mouldings
* Museum & contemporary
styles
* Accurate corners cut of slight
added charge
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
MT. VIEW
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
VALLEY FAIR
112 S. SECOND ST.
OPEN 5 NIGHTS 365 SAN ANTONIO RD.
941.3600
292.1447
240-4171

to Ara par

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES ,
In research, product and process control, industrial cost control, plant operations and equipment
design for chemists, chemical engineers, food
technologists and industrial engineers.

Hurlers Face
Toughest Test
Of Campaign
The hard working SJS pitching
staff gets its toughest test of the I
season this weekend, as the Spartans play back to back doubleheaders, following a single game
yesterday.
Si, Mary’s is the opposition today, meeting the Spartans at Municipal Stadium beginning at 3 p.m.
Tomorrow the SJS nine is in
Stockton to meet a hard hitting
UOP team.
Yesterday the powerful San
Francisco State Gators invaded
Municipal Stadium, hut no score
was available at press time.
Sophomore left hander Pete Hoskins, who has a 3.00 earned run
average and a 2-3 won-lost record,
will combine with senior Frank
Pangborn to hurl against the Gaels
today. Panghorn is 1-2 with a 4.07
earned run average.
Tomorrow Rod Christensen and
Mike Shamony draw the starting
assignments in Stockton. Chtistartsen has a 1-0 record on the season,
while Shamony has won
and
last twice.
Leading the Spartans’ hitting
attack going into the four game
set is Ray Valconesi and Bob
Burrill.
Centerfielder Burrill leads the
team with a .324 batting average,
while Valconesi is hitting .333,
and has the only SJS homerun.

once

After a one week break in its Randall, Bob Eastwood, Tom
dual matches, the SJS golf team O’Kane, Craig Harmon, Ken Slasor
and Dick McClean.
goes after its ninth straight win
The match is scheduled to start
today on the Almaden golf course. at 1 p.m.
Posing as the hurdle for the
Spartans will be the Stanford Indians, who will welcome back two
of their top players of last year.
Dick Harris and Gieg Pitzer
After being able to actually play ionly No. 1 singles player Greg
returned to The Farm after two
could win.
quarters of school overseas. Harris three games this week, Spartan Shepherd
Wednesday they fared better,
has been in Italy with Pitzer in racketeers hope the rain gods will
dumping USF 7-2. The win gave
Paris, and SJS Coach Jerry Vroom be as considerate next week.
The Sparts tackle the Univer- SJS a 5-4 season’s record. Yesterindicated that their golf games
sity of San Francisco Tuesday in day they played the University
will he off their normal pace.
and results will up"Stanfoid isn’t real strong right Francisco and then embark on a of Redlands,
pear in Monday’s Spartan Daily.
now." he commented, "hut when three-day tour of Arizona.
Gordy Miller moved up to the
SIS will play a pair against
Harris and Pitzer return to form
Arizona State University and a No. 1 singles position against USF
they will be tough."
and responded with a 6-1, 6-2 vicSJS will he meeting Stanford single contest with the University
tory. Mike Price, Mary Parsons,
for the first time since the NCAA of Arizona.
Tuesday Butch Krikorian’s gang Jeff Hecker and Richard Rolph
championships last year when the
all
won singles matches.
match
Spartans finished second and Stan- was able to play its first
The teams of Yosh DeGuchiof the last seven scheduled conford fifth.
and Mice-Hecker were
Joining the Stanford duo will tests. However, they lost to the Parsons
California, 8-1, as victorious in doubles.
be Greg Picard, John Bottomway, University of
Walt Driver, Leith Anderson and
Sandy Adelman.
Last week Vroom’s linksters
switched from dual meets to an
invitational tournament and captured second place in Los Angeles.
SJS will attack Stanford with
its regular six players of Ross
- -

Complete Wine and Beer Selection
Small Steak Dinner

1.35

Steak Sandwich

N.Y. Steak Dinner

2.10

Jumbo Burger

1.25
.95

if she doesn’t give it to you...
-get it yourself!

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

Stable Employment
Rapid advancement
Excellent salaries
and employee benefits
Campus interviews, Wednesday. April 19
Sign up today for an interview.
Spreckles Sugar Company
Division of
American Sugar Company

EUROPE

Silva welcomes

TEXACO

FROM NEW YORK TO:
FRANKFURT-$338 total
AMSTERDAM-$320 total
11111’ INCLUDES:
Roam] Trip Air Fare
A Volkswagen for three
weeks waiting for you
at the airport.
Hotel Aver ,,,,, nada
for
your full stay in German>.

Si. Claire ..7ravel Service

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
’67
$399
From

(for state collage studs.

78 S. 4th St.SILVA

Festal Oakland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet (8437)

June 17-Aug. 29
June 20.
Aug. 30

From San Francisco
In Madrid, London or Paris:
(1476.501 Group flight.

Juno 15.
Sept. 6

Prof. David Maga
1526 Arbutus Dr. Si.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.

change -over

Late for Class? Well Park It For You.

June 13 -Sept. 5

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London et Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

Call or Write

SERVICE 295-8966

faculty and thuir iminediat (arnilis)

Frans Los Angeles to London:
via 707 Jet

All credit cards honored

inc. fax

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT

Finest service at budget prices

Watch for our Texaco
celebration

219 Town & Country Village
Phone 241-2100

74 W. Sari Carlos
Phone 297-1700

We now feature a
complete line of
Texaco products.

EZY Cash stamps

22 Days

The charm of the past, the beauty
of Europe are waiting for you for
a fantastic offer.

JAIIIE EAST

545 S. 2nd Street

SJSC Students 75c
I $1.50
G
294-1931

College Theatre
8:15 p.m.
Box Office open 1-5 p.m.

Tennis Team Batters US,

COME IN, WE’VE MISSED YOU!

Cheke

By Harold Brighouse

arrangements by:
TRAVEL SERVICE
St., S.J.

Air and land
SAN JOSE
223 S. First

297-8000

Non stat rollegit sponsored or controlled.
Please send Me information on charter Flights to ElJr0p0.
Cologne. 6 as.. $4.50
Alter Shave. hoc., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 on., 11.50
Spray Colnene, $1.50
Buddha Snap Gall Set, 54,00
Cnlogn. 4 er .$1.00
After Shave, 4 as., $2.,0

Nem

.

Address
City
Phone .

JET
NEW YORK
Leave June 17
from Oakland
non

stop-

-one way

$8940
Special chart., for studnts.
faculty nd their immed ala

Call-297-8000
Prof. David Mage
c/o San Jose Travel Service

11-1111PARTAN DAILY
Friday, April 14, 1967
- -

French Art Film
Set for Sunday
’The 1717thiellas
Clierhour!4.winner of the Grand Pt i.e at
the 1964 Cannes Film Festival,
will be presented by the SJS
Humanities Club Sunday at 2
p.I11. at the Cinema-Burtaink,
5122 Bascom Ave.
Tickets are now on sale for
50 in the Hutnanities Office,
1127. the History Office, C11134
and the Foreign Language Office, Bldg. N213. Proceeds go to
:he Humanities Sehol a r s hi p
!.iii, l’se of the !heater was
:-Nated by Mason Shaw, owner
ot the Shaw International Theatres, which include the Cinemaliorliank.
----PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 Alameda
Phone 293-9:66
Rediscover Cycling Joy
S,4LES
REA TALS
SERr ICE

223 S. 1st St.
San Jose

---leMrei-rs_
ill 11111 III till’ till liii 11111111 lii lilt it lii itt I illillIllit 111111 I 1111111 it’ll 01111111

SALE!
F.

Up to 40% Off

Coloratura To Sing
A scholarship benefit recital
sponsored by the SJS chapter of
Mu Phi Epsilon. professional
mus ii sorori ty, and f ea t uring
lyric coloratura A n n Marie
Obressa will be held in Concert
Hall Sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets
are 50 cents for students and $1
for adults and will be available
at the door.
Miss Obressa has had, from an
early age, a desire to combine
music and drama. In 1963 she received regional honorable mention at the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions, and was eneouraged
try the Met to pursue an owl-ally
career.
The sciprano performed the
role of Sister Constance in the
New England Conservatory’s
production of Poulenc’s "Dialogues of the Carmelites," and
has played Queen of the Night
in Mozart’s "The Magic Flute."
She has performed leading
roles in sueh operas as Mozart’s "Marriage of Figaro,"
Ihitten’s "Turn of the Screw,"
Puccini’s "T urando t" and
Strauss’s "Der Rosenkavalier."
Both traditional and modern
selections will comprise her program, which will include works
by such composers as Handel,
Schubert, Giannini, Creston and
Faure. The Schubert and Wolf

On Quality Name Guitars
1st UNITARIAN CHURCH
Sun April 16, 1 I are.
160 N. 3rd
Guest Speaker/Member
Or, Frederick B. Wood
nF..r, Era, Pr_wer
Era, or Communication Erar

BUY OR RENr TO OWN

MOYER MUSIC

selections are taken from the
lieder, or German song repertoire, and include "Gretchen amn
two:Spenitraile," Schubert’s
tray al of Gretchen’s tattle:it
taken from Goethe’s "Faust."
Miss Obressa and her husband.
JaIlleS Miller, whom she met
while studying at the Ntozarium
Conservatory in Austria, ate currently teaching -artists at Friends
University, a Quaker institution
in Wichita. Kansas, There the
young musician enjoys working
with her students, and also finds
time to perform professionally.
Mrs. Edith Eagan, wife of SJS
Professor of Music Thomas
Eagan, will accompany her on
the piano.

Aiko Onishi Solos
Miss Aiko Onishi, pianist and
SJS lecturer in music, performed
with the Independence Symphony Orchestra in Independence, Missouri recently.
Her guest appearance, dusting
which she performed Franck’s
"Variations Symphoniqttes," was
sponsored by the Independence
Symphony Association.
Miss Onishi performed before
an audience of 350 persons at
the orchestra’s last concert of
the 1966-67 series. The symphony
has a record of presenting topflight guest artists.
A local newspaper described
her performance as "masterful."
She played delicately., the reviewer stated, but showed power
when power was called for.

We Have the
Largest Selection
of Guitars and Drums

BAHM CLUB PANEL
To speak at International Student
Two Locations
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

Organization meeting
"World Unity Through World Faith"

5161 Stevens
Creek Rd.
248-9858

TODAY AT 3:30
Faculty Lounge

.1b111t111111i111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111te

Edison is looking
for a business senior
who wants
egg
In his
beer.

All Welcome

MGM Executive
Discusses Films,
Censorship Today
Robert Vogel. script supervisor
and chief censor for MOM studios, will be at the Studio Theater today at 1:30 p.m. to discuss film censorship and modern films.
Vogel has worked closely with
such films as "Dr. Zhivago." and
has Just just returned from Nlexico where he worked with Anthony Quinn in filming "A Will
for Sebastian,"
His ideas on modern film censorship ate "new and apropos,"
says Charles Chess, SJS instructor in drama, who is largely responsible for Vogel’s campus appearance. Most of the talk will
consist of a question and answer period.
Vogel is the studio representative of the MGM international
distribution office in New York,
and the studio contact man with
the Motion Picture Production
Code of the Motion Picture Association of America.
"Very rarely is a Hollywood
executive willing to come to an
academic situation," says Chess.
Vogel has served for some years,
including this year, as bast for
foreign entries in the Academy
Awards, and on the Documentary Selection Board.

Music Societies
Combine Talents
A joint recital featuring members of Mu Phi Epsilon, professional music sorority, and Phi
Mu Alpha, national music fraternity, will be presented Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Ten students will perform in
the program, which highlights
music by famous composers,
Tenor James Brockman, a
senior music major, will begin
the recital with three solos,
"Vouchsafe, 0 Lord" by Handel,
"I’ll Sail Upon the Dog Star" by
Purcell and "Be Still, My Heart"
by Giannini.
Douglas McCrea and Ronald
Bobb, also senior music majors,
will play Beethoven’s "Duos for
Clarinet and Bassoon."
The first half of the program
will conclude with a vocal solo
by soprano Karen Lansdowne of
Mozart’s aria "Dove Sono" from
"Le Nozzee di Figaro."
Four members by baritone
soloist Darlow Safley will open
the second half of the program.
He will sing "Auf em n Altreat
BiM" by Wolf, "Don Juan’s Serenade" by Tschaikowsky, "Der
Wegsweiser" by Schubert and
MacDowell’s "Menie."
He will be accompanied by
Joseph Halpin, a graduate music
major.
A string quartet composed of
Gary Beswick and Susan Lanfri
on violins, Judith Wilks on Viola
and Cheryll Melott on cello will
end the program with Beethoven’s "String Quartet, Op. 74
’The Harp’."

’Freaks Turn Off
Today is the last day students
can view the psychedelic "Freak
Out" in the Main Gallery of the
SJS Art Building. Gallery hours
are 9-4.
The show has been running
March 13 and has attracted much attention on campus and in the community. It
was assembled chiefly from polyfoam and resin by students in
the Composition 140 class,
Actors Repertory Theater

EUROPE
ONE WAY

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
Paris to Srs Francisco
August 2 & August 4, 1967
Is
Sr,. Francisco to Paris or Br
August 3i & Saptambar 3, 1967
A limited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,
studnts of th California State
Collegais
Fare: $225 one way
Ter includd

presents Australia’s Best
"Summer of the
I 7th Doll"
by Roy Lawler.
Actors Repertory Theater
Fri. & Set. evenings
II:30 p.m.
25 W. San Salvador
297-4797
Tickets $2

For .nformation,
Offic of International Programs
Th Cliforni Stat
Collogos
1600 Holloway Avnue
San Francisco, California 94132
NOTE: Flights ris dsignocl to
fali students to Europ for the
academic yearthis is not
round-trip Flight to Europe.

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Liheran Chur,hMissouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and I I a.m.
COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP
Two blocks ror;;;rnpus
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor

292-5404

A. Craig Settlage, VicarOffice 294-7033 Home-298-3718

The JEWEL COMPANIES. INC.
... will be interviewing male students interested in applying
for full time summer employment.
Two week training with full salary will prepare the student to take advantage of valuable lousiness experience as
well as sizable profits.
In addition, all college students working for Jewel will
be in a competitive position for scholarship awards.
The Jewel representative will be at the placement
office today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
Mass Today at 11:30 a.m.
Daily Mass 4 p.m.
Sunday Mass 5 p.m.

79 S. Fifth St.

295-1771

Another Weekend
Special

Rolex Isn’t just a
piece of jewelry.
It’s the toughest
watch In the world.

at

In other words, he wants opportunity, excitement and security all in one job.
Well, we don’t think that’s asking too much.
A career at Southern California Edison offers
all that and more.
The pay is good.
The pace is fast.
Our market is expanding as more and more
people move to Southern California.
And we think it’s a pretty exciting business pro-

viding the electrical power for Southern California
to grow on.
Interested? If you’re a candidate for a bache.
lor’s or advanced degree in business administration, accounting, economics, finance or liberal
arts, you’re eligible.
Phone (213) 624-7111 or write:
Mr. H. T. Jurewitz
Southern California Edison Co.
P.O. Box 351, Los Angeles, California 90053,

Size up the Rolex model 1005
Oyster Perpetual Chronometer. Waterproof., self-winding
with 26 -jewel movement tested and certified for accuracy
by an Official Swiss Institute
for Chronometer Tests. Steel
and 14K gold case with matching bracelet, $255.00. With
14K gold case and bracelet,
$500.00
When case, crown and
crystal are intact ROLEX

$1.49

I lot Cakes
I trange Juice, coffee or milk

HOMEMADE CHICKEN AND
DUMPLINGS, A LA CARTE
Potato
Vegetuldra
Bread and butter

COMPLETE DINNER
$1.75
It includes Salad, Potato, Bread, coffee and dessert
open Mon.
and Thurs.
Night’s Until 9

iieiveleti

and
An equal opperfunlly employer

Ham, Sausage or bacon and eggs

$1.25

91 S. First St.

Southern California Edison

Angelo’s

307 Town & Country Village

FREE PARKING at 38 S. 3rd St.

’TEAK
ANGELO’S HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara

297-7184

i Friday. April 11. 1ag7

AO
RENT

ST 1RT tN HATT,T-1

Sorority’s Mail Increases;
DZ’s ’Adopt’ Indian Girl

TUX
Reserve your AFTER SIX tux now
for all spring proms & Formals.

GRODINS

Members of Delta Zeta have
found that letter writing can be
fun, especially when the recipient has big brown eyes, dark

Valley Fair Shopping Center
San Antonio
Shopping Center

SPARTI1 A\ nut Ill

SATURDAY, APRIL 15
LUAUBring casual dress. We will leave from Spartan Tri C
Building at 7 p.m.
SUNDAY. APRIL 16
9:45 a.m. Seminar "Divine Interpretation"
7:30 p.m. Haggi Crusade at Fair Grounds

3rd and San Antonio

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 Nights a Week

RicanOos

FEATURING:
A Venetian atmosphere
which makes Ricardo’s unique
among Italian restaurants.
Dine to pleasant jazz sounds
or lively folk singing six nights
a week. Experience Ricardo’s
arty, colorful surroundings
and enjoy the finest of
Italian dinners.
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

218 Willow St.
294-4009

292-7726

A Fine Choice of Top Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

PORK CHOPS
RIB STEAK
COLUMBIA BACON Hearty
T-BONE

79
lb. 78
lb. 49
lb. 92

Delicious

lb.

Testy

Tender

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities. Sororities and Boarding H

SULOa& Fa.11.1.1Y1kOikl.

C454;45 Matt Liquir-
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ties designed to allow SJS foreign students to share the exotic
foods and talent of their native
cultures with their American
friends," according to Mrs. Geneva Vaughan, assistant foreign
student adviser.
The Spartan Chi Cultural program on Saturday, April 22, will
begin the week’s activities. Chinese students will perform the
Lion Dance, Con Fu (Chinese
boxing) and a Sword Dance.
The program will begin at 8 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
On Friday, April 28, eight foreign countries will be represented by a food bazaar on
Seventh Street from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. The Balkan Dance Club
will provide the entertainment
during the bazaar.
The week will end with the
crowning of the International
Queen at the International Ball
to be held in the Starlight Ball
Room, 47 Notre Dame Ave.
Tickets for the ball may be
purchased at the Student Affairs
Business Office, Building R.
Student tickets cost $2.50 per
couple, $3 at the door, and $10
for the public.
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SJS is 13th with 304 volun-

SCREEN SCENES
.1Zaff,

net/

.ilie-fdit
,

EXCLUSIVE

ENGAGEMENT
I
ICI
23rd SMASH WEEK
1433 THE ALAMEDA
2973060
WINNER OF TWO ACADEMY AWARDS
"BEST FOREIGN FILM"
"BEST STORY -SCREENPLAY"
JEAN -LOUIS TRINTIGNANT
ANOUK AIMEE

A MAN
ANd A WOMAN

GRAND PRIZE WINNER 1966
CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
ADULTS ONLY

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
lath HILARIOUS WEEK

e0k61
SUGGESTED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES
ACADEMY
AWARD
SPECIAL!

NOW!
EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT
867-3026
ADDED
LEE MARVIN
(REST ACTOR 19691
"CAT BALLOU"

SARATOGA
14502 Big Basin

Academy Award "Best Song"
ii

BORN FREE"

HELD OVER

2nd WEEK

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF

400 S. 1st, San Jon

If 0 soolf41111000060000.0001:10000111:40 ssoa 601131111

PINNINGS
Richardson, sophomore sociology major and member of Gamma Phi Beta from
San Diego, to Bob Runyon, grad-

TOP CO -HIT

94-5544
I. ADULTS I

"Everybody Loves

"ECCO"

"MONDO FREUD

"MONDO BIZARRO"
ADULTS ONLY

(fraIII:1

SCREEN
SCENES

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Barbara

uate of SJS now serving with the
Peace Corps anti member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon from Santa
Clara.
Linda Branting, sophomore,
commercial art major and member of Alpha Phi from San Mateo, to Bill Honey, senior engi-

STUDIO
292-6778

396 South First

’NOE

Is every man
an ALFIE?
Ask any q

Chicken Dinner
Special...

MICHAEL
CAINE
,is 1
I

PLUS
Nesicus winner of
4 Academy Awards

PAUL NEWMAN
61011!

for over-taxed
budgets

Both Films In Color

Kentucky Fried
Chicken Dinner

SAN JOSE

Three pieces of crispy
chicken,
golden
french
fries. and a hot roll. Regular $1.10

295-5005

N. I 3tIi to Gish

"ALFIE"

Today & Tomorrow,
April 14 & 15

plus
"HUD"
Drive

EL RANCHO
only

Alma & Vine
294-2041
Academy Awards Nominees

88’

"ALFIE" and "HUD"
Micheal Caine and Paul Newman

TROPICAIRE

S. Scrum
(969 Alum Rock
Adults only,
7 Bold Films!

"THE WILD AFFAIR"
and

"INTIMACY"

TROPICAIRE

N. Sere’s

1969 Alum Rock
"THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING
THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING"
plus
"THE FORTUNE COOKIE"

Order By Phone!
286-8685

12th & Santa Clara

I Political Advertisement)

TO THE

FACULTY

We believe the United States must gel out of Vietnam. Since the United States
hears a major responsibility for the continuation of the war, Ne believe that it must
also assume a major responsibility for the inauguration of peace talks. The United
States can demonstrate its good faith by unconditionally halting the bombing of the
North and by actually convening those talks.

On April 15th a very broadly organized national demonstration will lie held in
support of these proposals. We therefore call upon our faculty colleagues to snake their
voices heard I together with their students) by supporting and participating in the
April 13th demonstration to be held in San Francisco.
A. R. Lovaglia (Math.)

Gary Albright I Phil.)
Alan W. Barnett (Hums.)

Milton Loventlial I Library)

Eugene Bernardini (Hist.)

T. liskaeli (For. Lang.)
Harris Martin I Hint.)

Ronald Boss I Hid.)
Geoffrey Bowman (Art)

leering for service. The University of Caiifornia at Berkeley is
at the top with 901, UCLA and
Stanford are tied with 387 for
fifth, and San Francisco State
is 12th with 305.

five

BUR8Ail, SS2 S. BASCOM-2134231
Es,,yonst should go see
"Georgy Girl"
Lynn
Redgrare is irresistibleLife

kid al Salta., kta

Patricia Collins, junior

colleges
mnked as top Peace Corps volunleer-produeing inst itut ions, aycording to it press release from
San Francisco State College.
has

Ditimad

1.1,0 NeltiOOOI BIOWOIO CO. 01 Rho ,

major front Sunnyvale, to
Tedder), senior physics
from Los Angeles.

M. 1’. Bird (Math)

THE FINEST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

S)(1) EATc: H 1 12
lqAt-T LI qUo
COL-T
130X 1100 BALT, Mr) 712-03

announces her engagement to
Bob Stahl, senior political science major from Sunnyvale.
Wedding is planned for February, 1968.

SJS Ranks 13 in Peace Corps Volunteers
California

dati-V9-(1d04-a9

neering major and member of
Theta Chi from Sunnyvale.

Queen Contest
Applications Due
Applications for tile International Queen Contest have been
mailed out to all organizations
and living centers, according to
Diane Wallace, contest chairman.
Any interested coed can also
pick up an application form from
Miss Wallace at 271 S. 13th.
They must be returned by this
Sunday.
Any single coed, who was enrolled at SJS last semester and
who is currently carrying a
minimum of 12 units with a 2.0
GPA, is eligible.
Each contestant may represent only one country. It is desirable that she have visited the
country she represents, or that
her parents be of that nationality.
The queen must be returning
to SJS in the fall, and be capable
of representing international students at events during the year,
according to Miss Wallace.
The preliminary judging, which
Involves discussion groups, vill
be held next Tuesday and
Wednesday from 7-9 p.m. in
Cafeteria Rooms A and B. Finalists will be notified after
Wednesday’s judging. The queen
will be crowned at the International Ball Friday, April 28.

ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR
’ante tiara
294-9929

ENGAGEMENTS
Karen Panttaja, junior social
science major from San Bruno,

*

Week Offers
Food, Talent

Add heauty to your
shoes. 7ake them to

BEAU TIES

SJS To Go ’Native
*
"International Week (April

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Thursday nights . . . on weekends we have dances, movies and
church."
Many of the children have to
be taught about modern conveniences which the average child
takes for granted - - running
water, drinking fountains, showers and electricity.
Each week one member of
Delta Zeta writes to Joan and
the sorority sends her cards and
presents in addition to aiding in
her support. While the government pays for food, teachers and
lodging, the children need to
feel that someone besides paid
employees feel enough to bother
with them. DZ attempts to fill
this need.
Linda Taylor, Delta Zeta president. states, "The value of
adopting a child lies in the feeling that you gain by helping a
child grow up, by providing her
with a special kind of friendship anti love. By adopting Joan.
I have developed a keener sense
of obligation to a child who
needs a knowledge of a different
way of life and a different mode
of living.

hair and enjoys letters from
coeds.
The receiver of all these postscripts is Joan Brown, a 12-yearold Navajo Indian "adopted" by
the sorority. Navajo Indians are
one of DZ’s five national philanthropies.
Joan lives with her parents.
two brothers and two sisters on
the largest reservation in the
United States. Her father runs
sheep, but earns barely enough
for food. Through Children, Inc.,
an international christian organization which aids children of all
races, Delta Zeta helps to support Joan.
Because of the distance between families, it is almost impossible to build a day school,
so boarding schools are built.
Joan attends Wingate Elementary Boarding School in New
Mexico where she is in the third
grade. According to Rhonda Mizis, DZ philanthropies chairman,
Wingate offers many activities
for its students as well as educat lona( instruction.
Joan writes to her new sisters. "we all play games on

22-28) is a series of social activi.111MIIMENIF
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Homecoming Post
Open to Students

MOBILIZATION
TO END THE WAR

Eight students are needed to
head sub-committees for next fall’s
Homecoming. according to Shel
Tracy, newly appointed Homecoming committee chairman.
Interviews fur the positions will
be held in the College Union Monday and Tuesday from 2:30 p.m. to
5 p.m. Interested students may
sign up in the foyer of the College
Union.
The committee organizes the
Homecoming .parade, queen contest, bonfire, alumni welcoming,
and other festivities.

Saturday, April 15
ASSEMBLY
MARCH
3 p.m. Kesar Stedium. Judy Collins,
begins 10 u.n. fro,,, 2nd 1 Mrkist
St.. S F. Informeion 1 bus tickts
Country Jo & the Fish, Quicksilrw
t 7t6 St. mobilisation table and at
Messengr Seniic & othrs.
Pec Cntriir
235 N 1st. S.J. 297-2299
Buses le. Peace C.enter, Saturday 11:30 a.m.
se eeet- C e-i Brownton #A1477
wit
Will o.i get that deferment come June?
Thinking about joining the Air Force? If so see Aetna to protect
your right to buy insurance at standard rates. Look into a guaran.
teed insurance program for your future now!

Job Interviews

See:
Chuck Bamford S.J.S. ’66

TUESDAY
The National Drug Company.
Business, biology, chemistry and
marketing majors wanted for sales
representatives.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Any B.A., B.S., or MBA
majors wanted for field sales representatives.
Allstate Insurance Co in patty.
Business and liberal arts majors
wanted for administration development programs in accounting, underwriting, services and claims.
The Emporium. Business administration and liberal arts majors
wanted for executive training and
retail management.

Roland Squires S.J.S. ’66
556 N

Ptr0

t.

UFE&CASUALTY

297-3194

CHOICE OF BUSINESSMEN

1’41

o,\

e

!t;

The Russians Are Coming
To SJS!
Keep Tuesday, April 25 at 8:15 p.m. open for the
fantastic Serge Jaroff Don Cossak Chorus and
Dancers.

FRIDAY FLICKS
Friday Flicks will present "Good
Neighbor Sam" tonight at 6:30 and
9:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The two-hour movie stars
Jack Lemmon, Dorothy Province,
Robert Q. Lewis, Edward G. Robinson, Louis Nye and Romy Schnei-

Students and Faculty free with A.S.B.

cards. General

public $2.

DON’T FORGET
oriiwtor

:71intrlt

et liitieW1V4et

der.

Spartaguide
Spartan

TODAY
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TEA.11
FOR
HENRY:S

Henry’s Scrumptious
Basket Burger
"UNBELIEVABLY DELICIOUS"

mon
Full V4 lb. all beef Hamburger on a giant sesame seed
bun with tangy bar -b -cue sauce, lettuce, tomatoes
and Henry’s own delicious dressing . . . plus a generous portion of crisp, golden French fries, served in
a basket.

CLIP THIS COUPON
Buy one Basket burger at regular price of 69r. Get second one
with tine coupon for

25’

Coupon good today, tomorrow and Sunday
April 11, IS. 16, 1967.

It

TEAE1
FOR
HENRY’S

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS
515 S.
10th Street
Free Parking
286-0218
San Jose

Monday-Thursday
II a.m.-II p.m.
Friday and Saturday
I I

a.m.-I a.m.

Tr -C.

7

pm

Tri-C

Young Republicans and Student
Student Mobilization, 8:30 am.,
Mobilization. 7 :to pin. JC141. VietPeace Center, Marchers’ send off.
nam debate.
Arab American. 7 p.m., HE1. SUNDAY, APRIL 16
Meeting and social activities.
Spa r tan Tr -C, 7 p.m., Tri-C
Tau Delta Phi, 11 a.m., Cafeteria A. Lurteheon.
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m.,
Dille!, e1:30 p.m., Campus Chap- Garden City Hofbrau, Heidelberg
Room.
Executive board meeting.
el. Ft iday night services will be
conducted by Hillel students.
MONDAY. APRIL 17
Chess Club, 7:30 p.m., ED413.
Mahal Club, 8:30 p.m., 231 First
San Fernando, No. 2. Topic: Bahal
TUESDAY, APRIL 18,
peace plan.
Alpha Phi Onwaa
National
International Students OrgordzaService Fraternity. 7:15 put.,
Uon, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and 13.
ED:131.
A panel discussion by the Baluti
Ski Club, 7:30 p.m., ED100. SignClub will be presented. The topic
ups for the Russian River canoe
will be "World Unity Through
trip will be held.
World Faith."
Rho Epsilon, National Real Estate Fraternity, optional dinner, 6
TOMORROW
p.m., Garden City Hofbrau; meet Hillel, 8 p.m., Sigma Alpha Mu at 7 p.m., First American Title
House, 332 South 11th. Live band Company, 375 North First Street.
dance with no admission charge. Topic: "Operation of a Title CornAll Jewish students invited.

FDeadline Today
or RA Positions
Today is the deadline to apply
for college dorm resident adviserships for 1967-68, according to
Robert L. Baron, SJS housing director.
Applications are available and
may be submitted to the Housing
Office, 319 S. Fifth St.
Upper division and graduate students with an overall 2.5 GPA and
at least a 2.25 GPA this semester
are eligible for the 18 positions,
three in each dorm.
Residents are paid a monthly
salary of $100 for the academic
year, while each pays for his own
room and board.
To qualify students must major or minor in psychology, education, sociology, recreation or occupational therapy. Experience in
residence halls, living centers, organization and administration of
group activities, or successful employment in a related field Is required.

START
CAREER
NOW
Management Trainee,
$100 a week salary
Oldest and largest fraternal
insurance society domiciled
in
Northwest, has single
opening for man over 21,
married or veteran, with maturity, ambition, and character.
START WHILE IN COLLEGE
and hve perrnnnt career stab fished upon completion of school.
ing.
Complete company sponsored
sales and management coursc
MEW CAR furnished when
you qualify. Call 298-1263
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. for
confidential interview.
NEIGHBORS OF
WOODCRAFT
415 W. Hedding
Suite 211

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN-MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service

0

Or. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

College Dept. (Spartan Tel -C)
9:45 a.m. - Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum

GARAGE EUROPA

Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

295-90112

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)

\’t

Friday. AprIl 14, 1967

Ph..-PIPARTAN T1AlLT

PEACE AND PEOPLE. Vote CNP. Elect
NICK KOPKE ASB President. (Political
ad-Ira Meltzer AI3152).
_
MUSICIANS: FOR SALE-Fender Eastman, piano bass, echo-roverb unit, new
bassman_ bottom. 292-2222 / 292-2352.
UGIYMEN, WE WANT Y-0111 AUTOMOTIVE 121
1966 VW-radio, leatherette upholstery.
June tuned -up. $1645. John Stanley, 2861938.
1960 VOLKSWAGEN with sunroof. Excellent condition for only $690. Please
confect 294-6933.
’65 HONDA SUPER SPORT 90. $200.
Call evenings, 298-5883.
1960 RED CORVETTE. Good condition.
Former owner was a teacher. $1200. 3797102 after 6 p.m.
’31 STUDEBAKER. Very good conditionrunning and looks! Original miles, 34,000.
$850. Call 294-0096.
305 HONDA HAWK. Good condition.
New tire plus some extras. Must sell.
$320 cash. 298-3817 after 5:30 p.m.
’61 CORVAIR MONZA, white, radio,
heater, good condition. $325. See at 106
N. 17th Street.
’54 MERCEDES IN Sedan. Gas. Best
offer over $300. Mechanically sound,
body rough. 287-1384 after noon.
’66 VW 1300. Leatherette upholstery.
Must sell $1550. Call Anne, 297-1947.
’67 FORD HARDTOP convertible. 2door, V8 automatic transmission. After 6
p.m., 294-5800, Steve.
’62 VW. Radio, heater. Excellent condition. Must sell. $875. Ask for Susan, 2871193.
’62 VW. Excellent mechanical condition.
Radio. very clean. $750. Call 286.4416
evenings.
’66 HONDA 90. Excellent condition.
Only 7 months old, 1600 miles. Enlisting
Must sell. $280. 248-5958.
’59 FORD CONVERTIBLE. Rebuilt engine, transmission gone through. New
brakes and battery. $350. 225-1208 after
6:30.
’63 VW. Clean. One owner. Recent generator, battery, end white wall tires. Rebuilt motor. Abarth exhaust. $1000. 353736731’
19
VOLKSWAGEN. Grey. 31.000
miles. Excellent mechanical condition for
$925. Call 24843204,
VACATION ECONOMICALLY with a
Volkswagen camper. White with red custom -designed interior. Plus add-on canvas room. 1960 model-recently overhauled. All for $850. 793-2137.
’64 RED MOIL Good condition. Military
service requires sale. Call 743-1471 days,
377-5059 evenings.
DAMAGED ’60 FORD. V8, 292 cubic
inch. automatic. New tires. Call 296-8471
after 5 p.m.

BUY YOUR COSMETICS wholesale and
earn 30 to 65% commissions on sales on
a part time basis. 259.2679 after 5 p.m.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT CATALOG.
Select high paying summer job in your
field of interest. Over 10,000 jobs listed
in all industries, all majors. Send $2 to
American Association College Students.
30 N. LaSalle, Chicago.
REAL ESTATE MAJORS earn while you
learn. Part time commission work now,
approved by SJREB. Call Don Saxon,
realtor, 377-2525 or 379-3131 anytime.

HELP WANTED 141
POSITIONS
FOR
LIBERAL ARTS
GRADUATES
in central California’s Tulare County.
Commitments can be made for June employment. Testing is on a continuous
basis Mondays and Thursdays. The written, oral, and medical examination can
be completed in one day. The beginning
salary range, $458-1556, will be considered for adjustment in July. For an appointment write the Personnel Depart.
mint. Courthouse, Visalia. Calif. 93277.

KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT. Must sell.
Cheap. Phone 294-0822,
RESPONSIBLE TENANTS to take clean,
COMPLETELY furnished apartment for
summer. I bedroom, 1 block from campus. All utilities paid, $75 month. 2945125. 9 p.m. -midnight, weekdays.
LOST AND FOUND IL)

HOUSING IS/

PERSONALS In
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Lorimar*. 354-1273,
CUSTOM SANDALS and belts, $10.541
up. 2 blocks north of campus off 461.
161 E. St. John. Tuesdays, 10 a.m.-I p.m.
Thursdays 10 a.m.-9 p.m. or call 287-11106
for appointment.

LOST: COCKER SPANIEL puppy. Short
tail and chain collar. Call 294-0394. ReSERVICES 18)
MARRIED COUPLE, Deluxe 1 and 2 bed- ward,
room, rug, electric kitchen, drapes, pool,
patio, water & garbage paid. Unfurn- FOUND PUPPY on campus Tuesday. TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc., INF
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
ished.. 431 S. 11th.
Please call 286-3860 or 295-1005.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property dim.
age & uninsured motorist coverege on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243-6313 between 9 a.m. and B p.m.
TYPING-ALL KINDS. All work guaranteed Eiper,eoced. Reasonable, Cell 294.3772
ASTOR’S COIN-OP
AUTO WASH AND WAX
732 S. 1st between Virginia & Martha
Also Lincoln Avenue & Sunol
25c for 5 minutes-It’s easy-Try itl
PHOTOGRAPHS BY GEORGE. Weddings, portraits, groups. 356-2839.
FRENCH-SPEAKING NATIVE would like
to give private lessons. If interested, call
241-1760.
GIRL NEEDS WORK during summer.
June 24-August 5. Preferably in exchange
for room and board. Call Margie, 2942916. room 108-B.

To place an
11,1

ad:

7 17 71
LL 6AV OtstE THING, FLOSSY- YOU4-1AVE A FORCEFUL
WAY OF Pl5COIJFCAGING
/NTEREST IN YOU,"

Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206

To buy, set, rent or
ennounce anything,
just fill out and clip
Ibis handy order
blank.

FOR SALE (3)
SPEED AND CUSTOM PARTS for Falcon
"6". Also car record player. Cheap.
Dave, 736-4300.
GOOD CLEAN SOUND and moves a lot
of air. Dynakit Mk III amplifier, Rek-o-kut
turntable with 15 inch audax erm, Heath’
lit’ SSB extended range speaker system.
$165. See at 463 S. 7th apartment #1
after 5 o.m.
SELLING MOST OF MY CLOTHES.
Womens sizes 5 and 7. Call 295.7333,
415 S. 5th, #1I.
STEREO II SKIND1VING. Scott amplifier,
80 watts. Also wet suit, tank, regulator,
etc. 227-6164.

FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM apartment for LOST: OLD INK PEN, no cap, in bookrent. Also summer reservations. 351 L store 4/5/67. Family keepsake. Please
11th #6. 286-9351.
call G. Stokes at 266-6794.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.
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Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Specie
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Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads
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check out to Spartan Daily
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Start ad on
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